
Olympus is Calling
Game Master’s Notes

Escapades Games Uk    



Guidelines

Kids should be accompanied while playing - some items could be unsuitable for younger 
children (e.g. balloons may cause a choking hazard)

Try to give time to the player(s) to solve the puzzles and clues, but keep it fun! Some kids 
need a bit more assistance than others.

You play as Hermes; messenger to the gods but also a divine trickster. Embrace the role! It’s 
the perfect time for you and the kids to dress up. All you need is a white sheet and, hey presto! 
you’re a god! 

We would recommend printing Hermes’s clues, but everything in these guides you can easily 
reproduce on paper at home if you don’t have access to a printer.

We encourage adaptation and personalisation of the game - have a location more suitable for 
the underworld or Demeter’s garden? Just change the relevant clue and improve your game!



Game Plan
1. Game master tells the story (see webpage for game) and gives the players Hermes’s Codes and a small riddle to send them to a first 

location.

2. Players go to the first game (in bathroom) and add water into a tube to raise the level. Then retrieve a little pod with a message inside 
(tube should not be tipped to retrieve the pod). Use this hidden message to complete the riddle on the tube.

3. The completed riddle mentions another goddess; use help of the Gods and Goddesses Index provided to determine who she is and the 
players will deduct they have to go to a plant in the house. Hidden here is a magnetic wand and another riddle (that needs to be 
translated using Hermes’s Codes). This will direct the player to Hades’s game.

4. With the wand, the player retrieves a key and another card with a cryptic message that will direct them to Athenas location (next to a 
clock).

5. Here players find a locked box/pouch opened using the key: a card and a small jigsaw puzzle that needs to be completed to see 3 easy 
maths problems (must be solved). Player ends up with a 3 number code and the card’s riddle directs where to go next. (clothes drawer).

6. Once player has found the second (locked) box/pouch, open it using the code found previously and find another message. Message needs to 
be decrypted by placing it in front of a mirror.  It will direct him/her to the place where the shoe is hidden (fridge or freezer)

7. After giving the shoe to Hermes, players are guided by the Game Master to a new room. In plain sight the final Puzzle: a locked bag 
with 2 balloons (containing hidden clues) attached to it. Players will need Hermes’s codes and the 2 clues to find a 6 digit password to 
open the 2 padlocks. The codes colour match the colour of the corresponding padlock. 



Riddles

Hermes Riddle

Perhaps my uncle can help
Oceans, rivers, lakes and
Seas all belong to him.
Enter his kingdom and

In the deep well
Down at the bottom,

One could find his secret message.
Now where should we go?

Athenas Riddle:

Though my puzzle might me small,
The answers here you must recall.

Aphrodite has what you’re looking for,
Trying on outfits last I saw.

Demeter Riddle

I’m afraid I haven’t seen any sandal,
Sounds like a problem Athena could handle.

My naughty brother Hades stole her key
Return it to her and help she’ll agree.

To know the direction
you must translate my inscription:

…..The underworld is the sofa

Poseidon Riddle:

I heard Aphrodite was playing with a shoe.
Perhaps my sister Demeter has a clue.

To find her might take hours,
She’s probably caring for plants or flowers.

Hades Riddle:

My niece Athena is smart and wise
Finding her secrets would be a prize!

I had the key but not the lock,
it might be hidden near the clock.

Aphrodite Riddle

Mirror mirror on the wall
Aphrodite is the fairest of them all.

Stole his shoe and left with a breeze, 
Hid it where it might well freeze !



Hermes’s Codes

A D E F I L N O R S TH U W

α  ε  ι  ν  ρ Δ Φ Λ Ω Σ θ Υ Ψ 

1 I
2 II
3 III
4 IV
5 V
6 VI
7 VII
8 VIII
9 IX
10 X

GODS AND GODDESSES INDEX

HERMES   GOD OF TRAVEL

POSEIDON   GOD OF THE SEA

DEMETER   GODDESS OF HARVEST, CROPS AND PLANTS

HADES   GOD OF THE UNDERWORLD

ATHENA   GODDESS OF WISDOM

APHRODITE   GODDESS BEAUTY AND LOVE

ZEUS   GOD OF THE SKY AND LIGHTNING

APOLLO   GOD OF MUSIC, ARCHERY AND SUN

ARTEMIS GODDESS OF THE HUNT


